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TRUDEAU’S POST-COVID ECONOMIC DISASTER!

In both the throne speech, and the following speech to the UN, Trudeau clearly
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indicated he does not intend to return to the pre-Covid Canadian economy.
Trudeau talked of a post-Covid "new green, low carbon, fair and equitable
society and economy", alluding to UN's Agenda 2030 dictates on globalism,
and a new world order, both politically and economically, all wrapped up under
a UN based central world government and new world currency, at least for
those countries who join in.

In Edmonton, 50% of small businesses are not expected to reopen. Nationally,
that figure is over 40%. Thanks to the Trudeau government mandated
economic shut down, without CERB or extended EI, millions of Canadians can
no longer pay rents, mortgages, debts, utility bills, etc. and now face the
prospect of being on the streets, penniless and homeless as winter
approaches.

Trudeau's response to this pending disaster just last week, was to make an
initial $1.2 billion available to warehouse homeless Canadians in hotels and
motels to be purchased by the provinces. By his actions, Trudeau must believe
that for Canadians to accept the transition to his new green equitable and just
society and economy, the remnants of the old economy must first be
destroyed, making Canadians dependent on government for survival. Along
with this, under the guise of providing support to Canadians during the
government created crisis and transition to a command style economy, is to
first debase and then destroy the Canadian currency by continued printing of
money by putting debt on the Bank of Canada's balance sheet until
confidence in the Canadian dollar is lost. Once destroyed, Trudeau can more
easily adopt the new world currency to be created by the UN.

If no moderate Liberals step up and vote against the throne speech to defeat
the gov't, with Jagmeet Singh's ND support, the Trudeau minority gov't will last
until the fall of 2023, if not longer. What will Canada look like by then? Will
there still be a Canada? As Winston Churchill said, “The inherent vice of
capitalism is the unequal sharing of blessings; the inherent virtue of socialism
is the equal sharing of miseries.” There is no prospect of, or way to remove the
Trudeau Regime until an election in the fall of 2023 at the earliest.

Alberta's premier Kenney appears deaf and blind to Trudeau's statements that
the continued use of fossil fuels and Alberta's production of oil and gas, will
pay for the transition to a low carbon, green, fair and equitable society and
economy. Premier Kenney, on bended knee, continues to plead and beg
Ottawa to honour his vision of a co-operative federation that doesn't exist. It



Ottawa to honour his vision of a co-operative federation that doesn't exist. It
seems that Albertans will soon need to choose between demanding that
Kenney proceed with a vote on independence, or step down for new
leadership. The alternative is for Albertans to brace themselves for a just, fair
and equitable sharing of miseries and poverty, perhaps deeper than that
suffered during the 1930's great depression.

By: Robin Day 
Edmonton, Alberta

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Latest Alberta Action was first class, factual and very
informative. Your editorial comment, right on the money. How could a big
decision like this happen in relative silence? A foreign country is making better
decisions on our behalf than our own so called government. How the Feds
respond will be key. Where are Alberta’s and all of Western Canada’s members
of Parliament on this issue?

2. From a Reader: It seems to me that Alberta is “just the best”. We pay
equalization payments to the provinces who “need it”? These provinces in turn
buy oil from other jurisdictions using Alberta’s money. We are “just the best”
because we are allowed to double dip by supporting have not provinces who
in turn support our competition. Aren’t we special, not very smart, but special.
Click here

3. From a Reader: I must say that what I have been hearing about the goings
on in Canada is deeply troubling. JT is literally castrating the country and
offering it up on the pyre of the UN climate zealots. Shame on him! Back a few
decades ago this would be called "high treason" and we know what the
punishment is for such treachery is. I also simply do not get the pandering
towards Quebec. What makes them so special! If I had a meeting with Legault,
I would put it to him in simple term. "No Pipe - No $$$ Transfers - effective
immediately". Kenny needs to hold the referendum NOW.

4. From a Reader: Every time I receive your emails I get more sad and feel
there is very little hope for your province to ever become what it used to be. I
lived in Calgary for 25 yrs during the very good times and I have an allegiance
to Alberta. I came to live in BC for the temperate winters and getting away
from the maddening crowd. But my heart goes out to everyone Albertan. I had
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from the maddening crowd. But my heart goes out to everyone Albertan. I had
2 children living in Calgary one moved to Manitoba (for love not because she
didn’t like Calgary). You are going to have to take drastic measures soon
enough to put this jokester we call a PM in his place. I’m heartbroken for you
all. You do have lots of friends in BC don’t forget it. We are not all anti oil and
gas. We have battles galore with the environmentalists here and the NDP
government who does not believe in loyalty to anyone but themselves. I’m
hoping we can get these guys out of office.

5. From a Reader: Think about all First Nation fresh water problems that could
be fixed with the $400 million that Trudeau just gave to the U.N. Click here

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. KENNEY ISSUES IMPASSIONED PLEA FOR HELP FROM OTTAWA
AFTER 2,000 SUNCOR LAYOFFS Click here

2. AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF TRUDEAU'S SECOND CARBON TAX Click
here

3. TRUDEAU, NOT TRUMP, IS THE REAL THREAT TO FREEDOM AND
DEMOCRACY Click here

4. THRONE SPEECH REPRESENTS EXISTENTIAL THREAT TO ALBERTA'S
ENERGY TRANSFORMATION Click here

5. CANADIAN PRAIRIE PROVINCES' FUTURE PROSPERITY PUT ON
TRACK WITH A2A RAIL Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
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Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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